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ABSTRACT
The problem of linear time invariant model reduction seeks to transform a given
model into a model that has fidelity to the original but allows for easier completion
of desired tasks such as controller design and simulation. Hankel-norm approxi-
mation consistently performs very well in terms of 1/o error and provides lower
bounds on how well any model can approximate the given model; however, it re-
quires substantial and sometimes prohibitive computation to produce the reduced
system and calculate the lower bounds. Here we present a Hankel like approxima-
tion problem that allows easier computation of lower bounds. It is shown that the
lower bounds produced by the new method do a reasonable job of approximating
the lower bounds produced by Hankel-norm approximation. On the negative side,
It is also shown that, for the new Hankel problem, there can be no theorem analo-
gous to the major theorem of Hankel-norm approximation that actually produces
a reduced model.
For nonlinear model reduction, model order does not always predict how difficult
it is to perform desired tasks, so we introduce the idea of using finite state ma-
chines to approximate models. Lower state count for a finite machine indicates
lower computational time to perform many tasks. First, we show, through finite
state machine approximation of , that finite state machines are feasible as ap-
proximations. That is to say that the amount of states required to approximate a
system does not blow up as desired fidelity is increased. We then show that for a
given class of linear time invariant models we can set a desired e' error and then
find the finite state machine with the minimal number of states that achieves the
desired error level. Moreover, the computation required to produce the approxi-
mation is O( n2 ) where e is the desired e' error and n is the original system order.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexandre Megretski
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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1 A New Hankel Problem
1.1 Introduction to LTI Approximation
Many good reduction schemes exist for linear time invariant systems. The
methods of Hankel-norm approximation, Balanced Truncation, and Krylov
subspace methods all produce reductions that have fidelity to the original sys-
tem while largely decreasing the effort necessary to perform many important
tasks such as simulation and controller design. Hankel-norm approximation
formulates and solves an optimization problem where a meaningful norm is
minimized over all LTI systems that have order less than some number. Bal-
anced Truncation operates on the principle of deletion of states that are both
hard to reach and have low observation energy. Krylov subspace methods
reduce system dynamics to a subspace of the original state space. All of these
methods consider system order to be the constraint on complexity. For LTI
systems the computational effort required to perform most important tasks
is strongly dependent on system order.
For fidelity, each method has some a priori guarantees. Both Hankel-
norm approximation and Balanced Truncation give a priori bounds on W°/
error even though a fair amount of computation is required to calculate the
bounds. They also guarantee that the reduced system produced will be sta-
ble. Krylov subspace methods tell you how many moments will be matched in
the Taylor expansion of the transfer function at chosen interpolation points.
It does not guarantee that the reduced system will be stable. Hankel-norm
approximation and balanced truncation take roughly the same amount of
4
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computational effort to create, (n3 ) where n is the order of the original
system, and Krylov subspace methods take significantly less amount of time
compared to the other two methods, O(nk2 ) where k is the order of the
reduced system. Indeed, there are important problems that Hankel-norm
approximation and Balanced Truncation cannot directly handle; whereas,
Krylov methods can. Empirically, Hankel-norm approximation often outper-
forms all other methods in 'HI error; however, Krylov methods have very
low error near their specified interpolation points [1].
1.2 A Different Hankel Operator
If W/I error is a main concern in an approximation problem, then the Hankel-
norm method would be the first choice. It generally provides the best WIo
error, and it also provides a method of finding lower bounds on WI/ error
given a constraint on reduction order through the so called Hankel singular
values. If G is a stable, rational transfer function and Gr is a stable, rational
approximating transfer function of order r, then
IG - Grlloo > or+l(G)
where ai (G) is the ith Hankel singular value of G. But the required computa-
tion times for the reduced system and the lower bounds are sometimes pro-
hibitive. In this section we propose a new operator that produces a Hankel-
like approximation problem, yet the new operator yields lower bounds on
approximation error that take less time to compute. It potentially could
yield approximations for less computation; however, our investigations so far
5
have been negative in this respect.
The basic idea of Hankel-norm approximation is to solve a minimization
problem for an operator strongly related to the system operator. This related
operator is called the Hankel operator, and it restricts the domain of the sys-
tem operator and projects its output. If S: C2(_oo, c) ) C2(_-o, cx) is
a system operator, then the Hankel operator 'Hs : 2 (-oo, 0) > £2(0, 0x)
is defined by -ts(u_) = P(S(u)) where u_ C £2(-oo,0), u c £ 2(-oo,x0),
u(t) = 0 for all t > 0, u(t) = u_(t) for all t < 0, and P: 2 (_-oo,o) >
C22(0, oc) is defined by P(u)(t) = u(t) for all t > 0. The Hankel-norm is
defined as IISIIt = 11s112. If G is the transfer function associated with S
then we also let WG be defined as 7-s and I IGI lt = I IS1at. The problem
solved by Hankel-norm approximation is the following: given a stable, ratio-
nal transfer function G, find a stable, rational transfer function Gr of order
no greater than r which minimizes IIG - Gr Il . The constructive solution to
this problem was given by Adamjan, Arov, and Krein, and it is referred to
as the AAK Theorem.
The new operator that we propose is a restriction in the domain of the
Hankel operator and a projection on the range. Specifically, we restrict the
domain to the vector space over IR defined by a basis of complex exponentials
F = {fl, f2, . ,fn} where fi = e"itu(-t), Re(li) > 0, and u is the stan-
dard step function, and we project onto a vector space over IR defined by a
basis of complex exponentials P = {P1, 2, * ,Pm} where Pi = e-P'tu(t) and
Re(pi) > 0. We choose these bases because computation of the matrix of the
operator is cheap. We will refer to this operator as the restricted projected
6
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Hankel operator.
1.3 Computation of Operator Matrix
To compute the matrix of the restricted projected Hankel operator for a
stable, rational transfer function G, first we ask what the Hankel output is
when the input is fl. We can compute the state of the system at zero, x0,
through our standard knowledge of linear systems, then we know that the
system evolves according to CeAtxo. Here G is represented by the state space
description (A, B, C).
Xr =f eA(-)BfdTr (1)
= eA(0-T)e TdrB (2)
/0
= f e(A-A)T'dTB (3)
= (I - A)-1B (4)
Now we want to know how to project onto the span of G. For a projection,
ar = [ al a 2 ... am ] are the coordinates of the projected output in the
basis of P if and only if
m
< tG(fl)- aiPi, Pj > = 0
i=l
for all j. < , > is the inner product that induces the Euclidean norm. This
tells us that
m
< 7lG(fl),Pj > = S i < PiP 
i=l
7
If we let Wp be defined by [Wp]ij =< Pi,pj > and zi =< 1G(fl),Pi > then
our last equation gives us z = aWp. We will see later that xTW, x C n,
defines a norm on R n, so Wp must be nonsingular or else there is a nonzero
vector which has zero norm. So we can solve for a if we can find z.
Now we look at z, and for simplicity of notation we let = pi and p = p:
< tG(fl),pl > -= CeA(pI- A)-lBe-Ptdt (5)
C(pI - A) eAt -PtdtB (6)
= C(A - pI)-1 (A - pI)-'B (7)
We can factor this into two transfer function evaluation points, one at a
and one at p:
(A - pI)-(A - pI)-1 = (A - pI)-l + y(A - pI)-1
which in turn gives:
I = (A - [LI) + y(A - pI)
So if: = -y then
I = - I - pyI
So we make -y . This gives the final expression of zl as G()-G()
We define RG by [RG]ij = G(pi)-G) In the case that pi = fpj, we take limits
and define [RG]ij as G'(pi).
So combining the Hankel operation and the projection together, we get
Wp-1RG as the matrix for the desired transformation when the domain basis
is F and the range basis is P.
8
Our ultimate goal is to find a matrix from R n to Ra , where both spaces
use the Euclidean norm, that is equivalent to our operator up to unitary
transformations. Doing this will provide a matrix that represents our oper-
ator in such a way that performing a standard SVD gives us the singular
values of our operator.
First we want a unitary transformation from R" into the span of F. Let
U E R'nxn be the hopeful unitary transformation that gives us coordinates in
the basis of F. Then the desired equality is
T ( f f2 fn ] U) T [ fl f2 fn ] Ux)dt (8)
= xTUTWfUX (9)
where Wf is defined by [Wf]ij =< fi, fj >. To achieve the inequality we make
U = WI 2. We can take the square root and inverse because Wf is positive
definite. Wf is positive definite because Vy7Wy, y E Rn, defines a norm on
Rn: Wf is Hermitian, and if y = [ yl Y2 ... y, ] gives the coordinates
of a function in span(F), then the norm of the function is y y.
Along the same lines of reasoning, the desired unitary operator from the
span of P to R' can be computed to be Wp.
Adding on these new unitary operators, we get the final matrix
1 _1
MG = Wp 2 RGWf 2
This means that our new minimization problem is the following: given a
rational, stable transfer function G, find a rational, stable transfer function
C of order less than some number such that I[MG - MI[12 is minimized.
9
1.4 Pure Imaginary Exponential Inputs
One important question is whether or not we can use exponential inputs
that have pure imaginary exponents. A main measure of a system's fidelity
is how closely it resembles the frequency response of the original system.
Concerning this desire, we have the following negative result.
Theorem 1. Given e > O, a stable, rational transfer function G, a set of
input functions F = {fi, f2,' , fn} where fi = e(e+ij)tu(-t), wi E IR, and
a set of domain functions P {P1,P2, ,Pm} where i = e-Pitu(t) and
Re(pi) > O, then
lim DIG = 0
e-+O+
We first note that RG has a well defined limit as e goes to zero because
the limits of G(e + wij) are well defined. So we now show that W 1 goes to
0 as e goes to zero. To do this we will look at the smallest eigenvalue of Wf,
Amin. Let r/ = maxzijl[Wf]ijl. Now since the diagonal elements of Wf are 2E,
we can apply the Gershgorin disk theorem [3] to obtain a p such that
m
Amin - < E [Wf]pi (10)
i=1 ip
Then,
1 1
[Xmin- 2 < mr lminl > -mr (11)2E 2e
in which the last implication is obtained from the triangle inequality.
Now, since Wf is Hermitian and nonsingular, we get the following:
-I 1 2e
-
2 a (W 2 ) nax(fl) A (Wf -< (12)
Omax(% ) = )kmaxW/I) - /~min (Wf) - 1- 2mre
10
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Thus (12) shows that lim,,o0 maz(Wf ) = 0. Thus, limo 0 Wf 2 = 0 as
desired O
So we don't have any hope of using our operator for sets of inputs that
have pure imaginary exponents.
1.5 Is there an AAK Analogous Theorem?
The AAK theorem combines the two following facts to get its result. First,
the singular value of index one greater than the desired order of approxima-
tion is a lower bound on Hankel-norm error, and second, the singular value
of index one greater than approximation order can, indeed, be achieved by a
system of the desired approximation order. So we hope that the same facts
are true for our new operator. The standard results of SVD tell us that sin-
gular value of index one greater than approximation rank is indeed a lower
bound for approximation. Now, can that lower bound be achieved? Unfor-
tunately, there is no general theorem like AAK for our operator: there exists
a combination of a transfer function, approximation order, and input and
output domains that does not admit an approximation equal to the desired
singular value. Specifically:
Theorem 1. There exists a stable, rational transfer function G of order two,
Pi, P2, pi and 1 2 with Pi > 0 and pi > 0 such that there exists no first order
stable transfer function G where
IIMG - M112 = a2(MG)
and fi = e tu(-t) and Pi = e-Pitu(t).
11
The first fact that contributes to this result is that if o1lulvT + r2U2VT
is the SVD of a matrix X C R2X2 then any rank one matrix that achieves
an error of U2 must be of the form aulv T where a C IR. This is true simply
because any rank one matrix has both a left and right nullspace: Let zwT
be an arbitrary rank one matrix where w and z c R2. Let wp E Rn be
such that < W, Wp >= 0 and ]Wplj = 1. If X E R2X 2 has SVD given by
a1 UlvT + U2U2V2, then
I(X - zwT )Wp = IXwpl- V/2(VTWp)2 + 2~(v2TWp)2
where the Pythagorean Theorem was used. Now by Parseval's theorem,
(v TWp) 2 + (TWp) 2 = IpIw112 = . So if we want an error of a2 we must have
w a multiple of vl. The same reasoning can be repeated to show that z must
be a multiple of ul.
The second important fact that leads us to our result is that any order
one transfer function combined with positive pi's and pi's has an M in
which each component has the same sign. This is easily seen by considering
the monotonicity of first order transfer functions.
So if M = Wf 2 RGWp 2 for some order one approximation of an order
two G, then G reaches the lower bound only if:
1 1
O T uR= W 1WP (13)
or only if
1 1
WauilvT Wp = R (14)
where aulvT is the first dyad of the SVD of MG.
12
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So by our second fact, the left hand side of our last equation must have
each component be the same sign as any other component. Unfortunately,
we can easily find situations in which this is not the case. For example, take
Gs = 1000)(s+00), and let Pl = 0.002, P2 = 20,000, pl = 0.001, and
/12 = 1, 000. Then
f V211211 YP [0.3196 -0.3532
which has components of differing sign.
1.6 Hankel Singular Value Approximation
By construction of our operator, a singular value of the restricted projected
Hankel operator of any given index is a lower bound on the Hankel singular
value of the same index. Using this idea we seek to know whether or not
the singular values of our new operator serve as good approximations to
the Hankel singular values. To experiment we took ten randomly selected
stable LTI systems. To test over cardinality of input and output bases, we
let n = m and randomly selected ten sets of input and output bases for
each basis cardinality from five to twenty. We then computed the first five
restricted projected Hankel singular values for each combination of system
and input and output bases. We then compared these singular values to
the real Hankel singular values of our random systems by finding average
relative error as a function of basis cardinality. Relative error is defined by
l0ri(G)-Oi(MG).) This gives us an idea of how approximation improves with
more input and output functions.
13
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Since sometimes we have an idea of where a system's poles are, we per-
formed the same experiment as above while placing the exponents of the
input and output functions at randomly selected points that were near the
given system's poles. Note that we get better approximation when we have
an idea of where the system's poles are. In all cases, we see a somewhat
expected logarithmic decline in relative error as basis cardinality increases.
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2 A New Idea for Complexity
2.1 Complexity defined via Finite State Machines
System approximation for linear time invariant systems generally searches
for a lower order linear time invariant system that retains some properties
of the original system. Lower order models are considered lower complexity
approximations because questions are answered more easily when the order
is lower. Instead of considering lower order linear time invariant systems as
approximations, one can consider finite state machines that preserve certain
properties. By finite state machines, we mean a quadruplet (f, g, D, U) where
f : D x U - D, g : D IR, D is a finite set of real numbers that
includes 0, and U is a finite set of real numbers. Moreover, we say f is
the state transition function, g is the output function, D is the state space,
and U is the input set. 0 will be considered the base state of the finite
state machine. That is the state that the machine is in when turned on.
Concerning nonlinear system complexity, a lower order nonlinear system is
not necessarily any easier to deal with than a higher order nonlinear system.
However, if we have two approximations of a nonlinear system that are finite
state machines, questions become easier to answer if the state count is lower.
2.2 Approximating 1 by an FSM
First we would like to know whether or not FSM approximation of systems is
reasonable in the following sense: as we increase the desired level of fidelity,
do the number of states required to approximate increase too quickly? We
16
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pick the case of the transfer function and binary inputs to do an initial
study. Since FSMs are inherently discrete in time scale, when we compare
outputs between the FSM and f;, we will consider the FSM to output every
T time units, and we will sample 4; every T time units. We will approximate
1 with the following finite state machine: there will be n + 1 states evenly
spaced along the interval [0, 1]. The output at each state will simply be its
state value. The transition from any given state p under input u is defined
by the state closest to the one time unit evolution of i when started from
p under the input u. Specifically, the state space X = (0, 1, 2,. . 1}. The
output function g is defined by g(x) = x, and the state transition function f
is defined in the following way:
f(x, u) = p(xe-T + (1 - e-T)u) (15)
(16)
The function p: R -) R is defined by
p(t)= nt - nt <p(t) >
nFnt] nt- ntJ >
f is derived by way of the fact that if you start +1 at state x and apply u
for T time units then the state after T time units is:
xe-T + (1 - e-T)u (17)
We will also assume that 1 - e- T > . If this is not true then our
FSM always outputs zero. Since we are primarily concerned with asymptotic
behavior as n increases, this assumption is unimportant.
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Now we start both the FSM and 5+- at time 0 with state 0 and apply the
input u: Z+ -> {0, 1}. For 1, we mean to apply upc given by upc(Tk) =
u(k) for all positive integers k, and upc(t) = u([LTJ) for all other domain
values of up,. Under this input u (and the associated input up,), we define
s(k) as the state of the FSM at time k, and we define x(k) as the state of
1 at time kT.
We first note that if at some time k, s(k) - x(k)l < 1, then s(k +
1) - x(k + 1) < if e- T < . This can be seen just by analyzing the
state transition function: If you start -1 at both s(k) and x(k) such that
Is(k) - x(k) < and give it an input u E 0, 1, then after T time units we
get s(k)e-T + u(1 - e-T ) and x(k)e- T + u(1 - e-T) which means
1
Ix(k)e- T + (1 - e- T) - s(k)e-T + u(1 - e-T)I = Ix(k) - s(k) le- T < (18)
s(k + 1) is given by rounding s(k)e - T + u(1 - e-T), and because of this
rounding we have:
1
Is(k + 1) - (s(k)e- T + u(1 - e-T))I < 
So by (18) plus the triangle inequality, we have Is(k + 1) - x(k + 1)1 < .
We quickly see, by induction, this means that the fe error norm of these
two systems is less than . This is encouraging because it means that as
we increase n the number of states, the e" error norm drops off like n.
This gives us some idea that FSMs can approximate at least first order LTI
systems reasonably well.
Interestingly enough, if we make the same assumption that e- T < , it
turns out that the £' error drops off at a rate very close to as well. Without
nk
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loss of generality, we will consider u: Z+ ) {0, 1} to have u(0) = 1 and
finite energy. We note that we can get an upper bound on the El error norm
if we can find a y > 0 and a V: Z+ -> R such that V(0) = 0 and V(k) > 0
for all k and the following holds:
V(k + 1) - V(k) < yu(k) - Is(k) - x(k)I (19)
for all inputs u and time instants k. Since we already know that Is(k) -
x(k)I < , we can ask also: can we find a V and y such that
1V(k + 1) - V(k) < yu(k)- -
n
(20)
If we can find a y that for each time instant satisfies one of these inequal-
ities, then we will have an upper bound on e£ error.
If we define V in the following incremental way we get what we want:
I In k+) x(k) > 11(k)- 1
V(k+l)-V(k) '= Al h ln(2nz(k + 1)) + (1 + 1-~) x(k) 2', u(k) = 1
-le-pT x(k) < 1 u(k) 0
(21)
and V(0) = 0. Also p is defined in a particular way.
1p = max{i E Z+ x(k -j) < 1 0 < j ii2n
Here V is implicitly a function of input just like x(k) and s(k). We now
need to check to make sure that V is, indeed, positive. If u(k) = 1 then by
definition, V always increases. Assume j + 1 is the first time instant at which
V becomes negative. Then u(j) must be zero. Note that j + 1 > 2 because
u(0) = 1. To prove that our assumption leads to a contradiction, we analyze
19
what has happened to V since the last time before j + 1 that x < and u
is one. We call this time instant q. Since q < j + 1 and j + 1 is the first time
that V is negative, V(q) > 0, so we want to show V(j + 1) - V(q) > 0. Let
r be the last time instant, r < j + 1, at which x is greater than 2 . Since
u(q) = 1, r > q. By definition of r and q, x(i) > if q < i < r. Now we
can look at the definition of V in 21 to find V(r) - V(q)
(V(q + 1) - V(q)) + (V(r) - V(q + 1))
I r- 1 (x(+l)
-ln(2nx(q + 1)) +-( + 1)+ I(i
nT n 1 - e- T nT x(i)i=q+l
ln(2n(q + 1)) +1 x(r)x(r -1)...x(q + 2)
nT n(xq+1) n 1 - e-T x T x(r-1)x(r - 2)...x(q + 1)
i ln(2nx(q + 1)) +-( + 1) +T In x(() (22)
nT n i - e- T nT x(q + 1)
This expression has its minimum when x(r)= . This would give
V(r) - V(q) = n(2nx(q+l 1))- T ln(2nx(q+ 1)) 1 +1) (23)nT nT n 1 e-T
Now to get V(j + 1)- V(q), we look at V(j + 1)- V(r). If j + 1 = r then
we are finished, so suppose it is not. By definition of r, u(i) = 0 if r < i < j
because if some such u(i) was one then x(i + 1) > because of 17, and r
would be different than defined. Hence
V(j + 1) - V(r) = (V(j + 1) - V(r + 1)) + (V(r + 1) - V(r)) (24)
e -kT ! _ (25)
n n
k=O
20
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Combining the last equation with 23, we get
1 I I (Ce-~T+ I)j-r-1V(j + 1)-V(q) = 1 - 1 ( E e-kT + 1) (26)
k=O
1 E e- T (27)
k=j-r
>0 (28)
Thus V is positive at every instant of time.
We now set about achieving our goal given by 19 and 20. We do so by
a case by case analysis of V. First, suppose that u(k) = 0 and x(k) < 1
then by definition V(k + 1) - V(k) = e-T. If we are in a situation where
p is zero, then inequality 20 is definitely met. So suppose p is greater than
zero. We first note that, by definition of p, x(k - p - 1) > 12, and since
x(k - p) 2, we know that x(k - p- 1) < 21 eT which in turn implies
that s(k - p - 1) < + eT. Note that u(k - p - 1) and u(k - p) are
both zero. If not then there would be an x(i) > with k - p < i < k, so
s(k - p - )e-T < + = Thus s(k - p) < . s(k - p)e- T < 1so
s(k -p+l) is zero. Since s(k -p+l) is zero and u(i) is zero for k-p+ 1 < i < k,
s(i) is zero for k - p + 1 < i < k. This means that Is(i) - x(i)l = x(i) for
k-p + 1 < i < k. From before, x(k - p) < ,1 so x(k) < -PT which by 21
means that 19 is satisfied as desired.
Now, if u(k) = 0 and x(k) > 21, then V(k + 1) - V(k) = I n x(k+1) -
nT (k)e-T -- 1 which means that inequality 20 is met.
Now, if u(k) = 1 and x(k) > then V(k+l)-V(k) = 1 in (k)e
The last equation uses 17.
21
x(k)e-T1- +e - TSo we need > (In ()e ) + 1) to get 20. The natural log
function increases as x(k) decreases, so we can make
Y ( ln(e- T + 2n(1 - e-T)) + 1) (29)
n
to get our inequality because the minimum value of x(k) is 1
Now, if u(k) = 1 and x(k) < 1 , then by definition of V, we have:
Nw if'u(k) -T ±1) n d k
V(k + 1)- V(k)ln(2n(k)k)e- + 1-e-))+ r + 1)
n T e-T
Hence, we need:
i 1 1
y > -(1 + I ln(2n(x(k)e-T + 1 - e- T)) + T + 1) (30)
- n T 1- eT
to get 20. The natural log function is increasing with x(k), so we let x(k) =
to find a y that always satisfies the inequality. So we get:
> (2 + In(e-T + 2n(1 - e-T)) + 1 (31)
We note that if y satisfies this last inequality, then it also satisfies in-
equality 29. Therefore, the righthand side of 31 gives an upper bound for
the error of approximation. Since the logarithmic function of n decreases
very slowly with n, the e1 error almost decreases at a rate of 1.
Now that we have the idea that FSMs have some hope at being approxi-
mations, we move on to trying to optimally approximate systems by way of
FSMs.
2.3 Optimal FSM Approximation
In this section we set a desired level of e/c error, and then try to find a
finite state machine that satisfies the fidelity requirement while having as
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few states as possible. We call a finite state machine (f, g, D, {0, 1}) an -
approximation of a DT LTI system (A, b, c, 0) that "stays within " if for
every u E {0, 1}{°10' ... we have 1g(sk) - cxk < for all nonnegative integers
k, S = O, k+1 = f(Sk, uk), X = 0, and k+l = Axk + buk. Our main
result is that given a discrete time SISO LTI system (A, b, c, 0) which takes
inputs from the set 0, 1} and an > 0, if A is diagonal with each eigenvalue
ai E (0, ] and sign(cibi) = sign(cjbj) for all i and j, then the algorithm
presented in the next section produces a finite state machine (f, g, D, {0, 1})
that is an e-approximation of (A, b, c, 0), and (f, g, D, {0, 1}) has as few states
as any other e-approximation. Moreover, the algorithm runs in O(1n2 ) time
where n is the order of (A, b, c, 0).
2.3.1 The Algorithm
For the remainder of this document we assume that (A, b, c, 0) is a system
of the same type as described in the last paragraph and > 0. We also
assume that ci and bi are nonnegative without loss of generality because if b
and c were not such that this were true then the output would still be either
entirely the same or always the negative of our assumed system. We can
prove this inductively. We first note that sign(bi) = sign(xi) for all states x.
Now, at time k, the output is CXk. So by the last fact about the sign of the
state, we see that it does not matter if we let ci,bi nonnegative.
Let xtb = -. is the supremum of all reachable values for the ith statevariable. Also, let M be an intege-ar such that:
variable. Also, let M be an integer such that:
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cx M-1 > 2 > cx M
If M is less than one, then is so large that only one state is needed
for an -approximation. We only need to set D = {O}, f(O, u) = 0, and
g(O) = cx . So we assume M is greater than zero.
Let Dk = {0, 1,..., 2k - 1}. The algorithm proceeds as follows. For initial
values, we set x = 0, and x = o. The iterative loop that starts with k = 0
and ends with k = M - 1 is defined by the following equations:
i+l = Ax' 2 k+l+j = Axi + b y = x Vj E Dk+l
k+1 k Xk+1 k± Yc kk
For future reference, let Xk = UjEDk+l{xk}, Yk = UjEDk+l{Yjk}) X
Uk=o Xk, and Y = Uk=0 Y.
At the end of this iterative loop we compute the finite state machine as
follows. We let DM be the state space for our finite state machine.
g(k) (Ym + Y+M) f(k,u) =argminjEDMlc(Ax~ + bu)-g(j)
The sets Xk and Yk have some important properties that are easily seen
from their construction. First, Xk C Xk+1. This is very easy to see by induc-
tion. We also have xi < x +1 where we mean componentwise inequalities.
This, also, is easy to show by induction. Since both ci and all state values are
nonnegative, our last statement also implies y < i y+. Another important
fact is that q+l - q = k. For k = 0 the fact is clearly true. We suppose
that it is true for k = N. By construction of XN, we have xN+l AXN +buX2q+l 21- x+1 b
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and X2qN+ = Ax2 + b for some u. Hence, x2q+1 - = AxN = ±N+1 as
desired. As a corollary to this fact, we have y2k+ _ ykq = cxk. The same
reasoning will also show that X2q - 2q_1 > k where i = a-lbi (1-a2) Now
we prove two lemmas that will help us in our proof of optimality.
Lemma 1. Y C Pk = UjD,[Yj, Y2j+1].
Proof. We prove this by induction on k. The base case is true because the
smallest value of Y is 0 and the largest value of Y is c. Now assume that
Y C PN. Let y be in Y. Then there exists an x E X and a u E {0, 1} such
that c(Ax + bu) = y. By our inductive hypothesis, we have y E PN. Let
q be an integer such that yN < cx < 2Nq+1. So since Ic(AxN - AxN+)I
cAN+I± and the ordering of X and Y tells us that y is within cAN+'l of both
c(AxN + bu) and c(AxN +1 + bu), we know that y is in between c(Ax2N + bu)
and c(AxN+1 + bu). By construction of Yj's we know that segment endpoints
of some Pj map to segment endpoints of Pj+l, we have that y is in PN+1. [
Lemma 2. If ly[q - yiq+1I = cj then the following relations are true when
the points exist:
IY3q+l - Y4q+21 = CV
IY4q+2 - Viq+31 = CX3
IY 4q+3- y4+41 > CXi-l
Proof. First for the cases of j = 0, 1, 2 computation of the y values shows
that the lemma is true. Let j = N > 1. We try to show that the lemma
holds for j = N + 1. There exists an such that c(Ax N + bu) = N+1 for
----- ~~~~~~~~ Yiq
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some u. If u = 0 then q = 1 by construction of XN and YN+1i If u = 1 then
= 4q - 2 N. Either way I is divisible by four. Let p = . Now we can use
our inductive hypothesis because Y4p - Y4p+1l = CN.
For i 2,3, if y4q+i exists then Y4+i exists. cA(x4,+ 2 - X4+ ) = cAiN =
CXN+ l, and cA(x4+ 3 - x4+2) = CAN = CN+l. Thus, we have the first two
equalities satisfied. Now if Y4P+4 exists then we are fine by the reasoning
of the last two equalities. If it tes. does not exist, then yq+4 = Y2N+1 = cb and
4q+3 = C O. This means that their difference is c ° > c.:N as desired. E
We now turn to the proof that shows that the finite state machine pro-
duced by this algorithm is in fact optimal in terms of states.
2.3.2 Proof of Optimality
First we show that the produced finite state machine, call it (f, g, D, {0, 1}),
is, in fact, a c:M-approximation of our original system (A, b, c, 0). Then by
definition of M we will have that the finite state machine is an e-approximation.
We prove that at each time step the output of the finite state machine is
within of the original system output by using induction over the time steps.
As mentioned before, both systems start in their base states, 0 for the origi-
nal system and 0 for the finite state machine. For our base case, we check if
19(0) - cO = g(0) = (ym + yM) = Y1 is less than . We also know that
cAMx E Y. So cAMX > YM. Hence our base case is proven.
Now assume that for any sequence of ones or zeros, u, that 9g(sk)-cxk - < e
where so = 0, Sk+1 = f(Sk, Uk), x0 = 0, and Xk+l = Axk + buk for k E
{0, 1, .. ,N}. First we note that each segment of Pj+l must be entirely
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within a segment of Pj. This is true because from a previous fact about the
size of the segments it is impossible that a segment of Pj+, have endpoints in
two different segments of Pj. Also, all endpoints must be within a segment
of Pj because otherwise Y is not a subset of Pj.
We know by induction that 1g(sN)-CXNI < 1C-M. This implies c(x N+i-
XN) < cM for i = 0, 1. Let q be an integer such that, y2Mq < CXN < Yq+ 1.
We know that c(Ax2 + buN) < CXN+1 < c(Ax2Mq + bUN) by the proof of
the last lemma. Our last statement about endpoints tells us that both the
upper and lower bounds on cxN+1 are within cAM± of g(s) for some state
s. Hence, ICXN+1 - g(s)I < lcAM < e Now all we need to do is show that
SN+1 = S.
We have that g(s) - c(Ax2q + buN) I < cAM. There cannot be another
g output value closer because then g(s) - g(p)l < cAMx for some p. But
because of the separation of the segments of PM this cannot be true.
Now we prove that (f, g, D, {0, 1) has the minimal number of states. We
first note that by lemma 1, we have that #(PM), the number of segments
composing PM is an upper bound on the minimal number of -radius balls
needed to cover Y. We also note that the minimum number of e-radius balls
necessary to cover YM C Y is a lower bound on the minimum number of balls
necessary to cover Y. It turns out that the minimum number of balls needed
to cover YM is, in fact, equal to #(PM). Then since any -approximation
yields an -radius covering of Y, we have that (f, g, D, {0, 1}) has the minimal
number of states. So we need to show that the minimal cardinality cover of
YM has cardinality #(PM). Let c = 0 and cj+1 = min{y C YMY [O, ci +
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2e]}. It is not hard to show that {([c, c1+2E], C2, c 2c2],.., C, [c, cm+2E] is a
cover of YM with minimal cardinality equal to m. We note that c2i-1 = Y4(i-1)
for all i. This is true because of the point separations given by lemma 2
combined with the fact that c: k > c k because ai E (0, ]. This implies that
the cardinality of YM divided by four is half of m. Thus, m = 2M = #(PM)
as desired. [1
2.3.3 Order of Computation
From our definition of M we see that M depends logarithmically on 1: ct k <
(§)kcSO. So if k > log3(2% ), then M < k. Specifically, M is bounded above
by a logarithmic function of .
To compute M we can do a binary search which will take negligible time.
To compute Xk at each stage of the algorithm we require 0(2kn2) time.
Computing the finite state machine takes O(n2 + 2 M) time. So since M
is bounded by a logarithmic function of we have total computation time
bounded by O(1n2).
2.3.4 Further Investigations
Future research goals include finding methods for solving the E-approximation
problem efficiently for larger classes of systems, linear and nonlinear. Most
of the results in this section depend solely on the way that output differences
can contract in time under the same input, not on linearity. In fact, minimal
state -approximations can be found for a more general class of systems which
include some nonlinear systems. However, as of yet, no important nonlinear
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systems have been found to satisfy the sufficient conditions for solution.
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